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Join a Frat with Buck Futter, Jr. 

Join a Frat, Key a Car 

Jacob Lovell 

Issue date: 4/22/09 Section: Opinion 
The typical college life is full of tedium and monotony. From studying, to working 
on papers and projects, there is nothing fun about college, ever. When looking for 
a way to break out of this seemingly endless cycle, you should look at the option 
of joining a social fraternity. 
 
Frats are great. First, you'll be able to score alcohol even though you're not yet 21. 
Nothing is as fun as drinking while underage. But even better than that, joining a 
frat will also make you able to bypass the whole social scene. Why go out and 
make real friends when you can simply pay to drink with some guys you don't 
really know and have no history with? What fool would want to waste hours of his 
life interacting with people normally when one can simply lay down some of 
mommy and daddy's cash in exchange for acceptance by a random group of guys? That's what I did when I joined Sigma 
Omicron Beta, and I've never been happier than when I became a S.O.B. like the rest of the guys in social frats! 
 
What's also great about being a part of a social frat is the set of opportunities one gains from being in a group of over-
aggressive alcoholics that have no sense of responsibility. If you're like me, then you probably know how great and 
freeing it feels to be a part of a pack, much like being a dog or a sheep. Consequences can be freely ignored, and the 
administration of this university will, time and time again, let frats off the hook despite their incessant rule-breaking and 
idiotic antics. Trust me, after seeing how the Student Judicial Committee gives a break to every frat that gets in hot 
water, there's no chance you'll ever actually have to face the heat. Hell, the university even built a whole village just for 
us, while ignoring freshmen and the brilliant minds in the Advanced Academy, who have to live in decades-old housing 
that's falling apart. Wouldn't you like to have that kind of privileged status? Sure you would. 
 
Skills you'll learn in this environment include the ability to key the cars of Resident Advisors for no reason. Haha, take 
that suckers, it'll take months of your salary to pay off the uninsured damage that 15 seconds of keying will do! Better 
yet, scratch the word "FAG" and you'll really show what a badass you are, just like the guy that did it to the RA over in 
Gunn. Nobody will fess up who it is, and the coward will get away with it because University Police never actually 
investigate any crimes against students, so you could get away with it too! 
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